
COPS and the Transformation of San Antonio, Texas
40 Years of IAF Organizing Refashions A City

When Saul Alinsky died in 1972, he left behind a substantial body of work that he produced, and others produced about him, but little in the way of local organizations that affirmed his approach.  His dream of a training institute for organizers - The Industrial Areas Foundation - remained mostly that - a dream until hIs successors in Chicago - Ed Chambers and Dick Harmon - labored mightily and successfully to make that dream a reality.  

A year later, one of the IAF’s first trainees was Ernesto Cortes, Jr whose prior experience included engagement with economic development ventures, voter registration and the United Farm Workers.  Cortes left his two year training experience with the nascent IAF in Illinois and Indiana determined to make something happen in his hometown of San Antonio, Texas.  Like Saul Alinsky on Chicago’s south side he confronted a settled narrative of identity, purpose and place that aligned all of the major institutions inside the San Antonio Story.  The power structure of San Antonio at the time was composed of a local business, communications and philanthropic elite - a true “establishment” - that defined the terms of the story that was told about identity, purpose and place.   The political apparatus was tuned to the settled narrative while a quiescent majority of Mexican Americans, as the story was told, gratefully supplied “cheap, unskilled” labor.  A sociologist writing at the time described Mexican Americans in San Antonio as inherently passive, incapable of asserting their collective will.  Local media barons of the time celebrated San Antonio as a low wage town.  

Cortes and the organization he began building took dead aim at the settled narrative, first inside the many Latino Catholic Churches, then outside in the larger public/political world.  In the Catholic parishes, he excavated Catholic Social Teaching - largely buried or forgotten as irrelevant - by the Church hierarchy and began to shift the internal institutional narrative of Church purpose.  Pay, pray and obey became inquire, plan, act, reflect.  

The result was narrative combustion born of a contest for voice and power.   The organization Cortes and the IAF helped build - Communities Organized for Public Service (COPS) - scrambled the settled narrative of what was going on in that place, who was driving change and what in fact was the purpose of public life.  

COPS demolished the settled narrative bit by bit and constructed a new one responsive to a new public political reality.  COPS fight for recognition in 1973-1974 was tracked as headline after headline reflected the counter narrative.  Aggressive, targeted public actions brought a new institutional alliance into being.   COPS responded to 7.28 inches of rain by challenging various power players to make a massive infrastructure change.  To successfully address flooding, a persistent campaign involving thousands of citizens and their institutions over an extended period of time was necessary.  Local knowledge regarding drainage patterns, ignored by city bureaucrats/engineers, informed practical improvements to the reengineered drainage plan. 

Year after year COPS, and then an expanded COPS/Metro, transformed the physical aspect of place, the identity of families who lived there and the purpose toward which public life was directed.  This integrative counter-narrative was rooted in a prodigious scale of accomplishment.

The place - beginning with the West Side of San Antonio - was physically transformed by COPS-driven initiatives.  Health facilities, recreational facilities, schools, and community college all sprouted in this fertile geographically based locale.  COPS successfully negotiated neighborhood differences, became a regular presence at City Council, board and commission meetings as it pressed decision makers to respond to a largely unrecognized constituency.  

When Levi Strauss closed a manufacturing facility that employed 4,000 individuals in decent paying work an entirely new chapter of broad based organizing emerged.  The result was Project QUEST, a labor market intermediary, that trained participants for high wage, high skill jobs in emerging job rich economic sectors.

The course correction of San Antonio was so public, so startling and so immediately impactful that pride in community surged.  Along with rosaries and treasured photographs, COPS leaders and rank and file commonly requested burial with their COPS buttons prominently displayed on their burial clothing. 
	
COPS dominated the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) process with over half of the money allotted by the federal government to San Antonio has going to COPS-endorsed projects.  The same has proved true for city bond funds.

QUEST, Inc - the labor market intermediary initiated by COPS - since its launch 23 years ago has boosted wages for  approximately 6,000 individuals from an average of 10,000 per year to 40,000 per year at an annual cost of roughly 2 million public/private dollars raised by COPS and plowed into the non-profit recognized as the nation’s top high wage training vehicle.  

The “Education Partnership” authored by COPS has enabled tens of thousands of students to go to college beginning in 1989.  Every year the San Antonio Education Partnership has provided more than $2 million in needs-based scholarships and services to more than 30,000 students at 25 target area high schools in 8 school districts through its Road to Success program.

Public works investments in previously overlooked areas of the City of San Antonio - libraries, parks, health facilities, schools, community college structures - have totaled about $1 billion.

Recent COPS/Metro “living wage” campaigns have raised the wage floor from$11.47 to $13/hour while  the County has raised the wage floor for outsourced workers, from mini
mum wage to $9.50.  Without calculating multiplier effects direct positive impact has been at $7-8M of increased economic activity.

In its first year of organizational formation COPS budget was $30,000.  Current budgets run in the neighborhood of $250,000.  Over the lifetime of the organization approximately $8 million has been raised and spent.

A conservative calculation over the organization’s forty year history that aggregates specific projects invented and advocated by COPS approaches 2 billion dollars (this does not take into consideration the massive homeowner equity boosts consequent to myriad strategically targeted neighborhood improvements, multipliers common to economic analysis or the many business initiatives flowing from enhanced opportunities). 
